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ABSTRACT  

For buses which covers long distances in a single stretch, improved aerodynamic design with good aesthetics attracts customers 

besides saving fuel consumption. Ergonomic design of interiors for increased comfort of the passengers also plays a vital role. In 

the present work emphasis is given on the redesign of an intercity bus with enhanced exterior styling reduced aerodynamic drag 

and increased comfort for the passengers. Extensive product study and market study are carried out. Existing intercity bus is 

benchmarked and analyzed for styling, aerodynamic performance and comfort. Fluent, a CFD code is used to evaluate the 

aerodynamic performance. Principles of product design are used to analyze the styling and comfort. The benchmarked high- floor 

bus is redesigned with low - floor for reduced aerodynamic drag. The exterior of the chosen bus is redesigned with emphasis on 

improvised aerodynamic performance and appealing looks. The interior was modified to meet aspirations of the commuters. The 

results of the redesigned exterior body showed a reduction of Cd from 0.581 to 0.41 at a speed of 100 km/hr and overall 

aerodynamic drag reduction by about 30% due to combined effect of reduced Cd and frontal area.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Public transport systems are in vogue, mostly owned 

by Government as a means of mobility for the people 

at a reasonable cost. The power generated in the 

engine is mainly used to overcome the rolling 

resistance, aerodynamic drag and climbing resistance 

and aerodynamic drag assumes importance as it 

increases with respect to the vehicle speed. It is 

required to keep low operating costs to achieve high 

fuel conversion efficiency at higher speeds. 

Throughout the history of the motor car there have 

been individual vehicles that have demonstrated 

strong aerodynamic influence upon their design. The 

three primary influences upon fuel efficiency are the 

mass of the vehicle, the efficiency of the engine and 

the aerodynamic drag [1].  At high speeds about 100 

km/hr the drag force exceeds the power spent on 

overcoming the rolling resistance. About 90% of drag 

is due to the pressure difference created at different 

regions of the vehicle [2].  

Edwin et al. [3] carried out studies on reducing the 

drag of trucks and buses. The final model equipped 

with rounded horizontal and vertical corners, 

smoothed under body and a boat tail achieved Cd 

value of 0.242. Mc Callen et al. [4] in their 

experiments found out removal of rear view mirror to 

bring down the drag of the vehicle by 4.5%. They felt 

that any gap in the vehicle body would result in flow 

separation and flow circulation. Carr [5] investigated 

the effects of streamlining the front end of the 

rectangular bodies in ground proximity. Experiments 

shown a stream lined front end with low leading edge 

resulted in a drag coefficient of 0.21.  Krajnovic et al. 

[6] analyzed flow around a simplified bus using 

large-eddy simulation. At the Reynolds number of 

0.21*10
-6
, based on the model height and the 

incoming velocity, the flow produces features and 

aerodynamic forces relevant for the higher 

(interesting in engineering) Reynolds number. They 

explained the mechanisms of formation of flow 

structures and the difference between instantaneous 

and time-averaged flow features and confirmed the 

experimental observations. Garry et al. [7] carried out 

a series of wind tunnel experiments, intended to 

measure dynamic forces and moments on simplified 

commercial vehicle type models rotating about their 

vertical centre line axis in smooth, uniform flow. 

Garry [8] conducted series of tests in a closed 

working section, open return wind tunnel, using 

simple rectangular block models mounted above a 

fixed ground board. Body axis drag 

coefficient (CD) data were analyzed for yaw angles 

in the range −6° to +20° and various ground board 

lengths.  

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM: 

It is essential to supplement ergonomics input to a 

vehicle throughout the design process. Drag force 

acting on the vehicle depends on frontal projected 

area and the coefficient of drag and speed of the 

vehicle. Frontal projected area of the intercity bus is 

decided by the interior packaging of the bus. 

Coefficient of drag value is determined by the shape 

of the vehicle. These two factors influence the 

exterior styling of the vehicle. Exterior styling of the 
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vehicle (aesthetics) is important due to the fact that 

the vehicle has to attract customers.  

The present intercity buses operate in India mainly 

comes under the deluxe and A/C deluxe class.  

The main parts which defines the exterior styling of 

an intercity bus are the windshield, grill, front 

bumper, headlights, indicators, wipers, side windows, 

passenger doors, driver door, luggage space, engine 

space, back windshield, number plate, brake light, 

back indicator, back bumper and radiator grill. 

Interior of the bus consists of driver’s cabin and 

passenger compartment. The driver’s cabin consists 

of seating for the driver, his assistant, dash board and 

steering. The passenger compartment consists of 

rows of seats or beds according to the type of bus. All 

the intercity buses are high floor buses with a floor 

height of 1200 mm from the road. Luggage space is 

provided under the floor with opening from both the 

side of the bus. Four steps are provided for boarding 

the bus. In most of the present bus designs the 

passenger door is located at the front side corner of 

the bus. Manufacturing of intercity buses are carried 

out in two stages. The OEMs make mainly chassis of 

the bus; include the engine, transmission and chassis 

of the vehicle. The exterior structure of the buses is 

manufactured by bus body-building companies. In 

order to regulate the design of the bus coaches, 

Indian Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport & 

Highways introduced the standard AIS-052 which 

was published in September 2001. The major rules 

which are to be considered while designing an 

intercity bus are listed in Table 1.  

 
The Ahmed body is a simplified car used in 

automotive industry to investigate the influence of 

the flow structure on the drag.  Since a real-life 

automobile is very complex shape to model or to 

study experimentally did studies on the simplified 

vehicle shape employed by generating fully three-

dimensional regions of separated flow to enable a 

better understanding of such flows [9]. Emmanuel 

Guilmineau [10] investigated numerically the flow 

around the Ahmed body for the base slant angles 25
0
 

and 35
0
. He was of the opinion that flow around the 

Ahmed body with 25
0 
slant angle could be considered 

an open challenge for turbulence modeling. 

2.1 Essential features of new design: 

 
From the product study, it is felt desirable to use low-

floor bus, as shown in Fig.1. These buses are having 

kneeling mechanisms with reduced height will offer 

low projected area which help in reduction in drag 

force.  

                       Figure 2. QFD matrix 

A quality function deployment matrix, Fig.2, was 

prepared to obtain areas of importance to achieve 

maximum user satisfaction. From the matrix, low- 

floor, kneeling mechanism, sleeper coach, door 

position and aerodynamic shape got highest points. A 

low-floor bus design will eliminate the boarding 
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problem of aged and disabled passengers. A bus, with 

low- floor is preferable design, from the ergonomics 

point of view. In such buses, area below the bed 

arrangement inside the coach can be easily converted 

as luggage space and fuel tank. Incorporating electro 

sensitive side windows allows the users to adjust the 

opacity of their windows and will reduce the light 

disturbances from outside. Provision is also made for 

a wash room with toilet inside the bus cabin. The 

Man Force intercity bus is selected for bench 

marking purpose. It is the latest model in the Indian 

market and is very popular in the segment. 

Engineering parameters of this model were kept as 

same as for the new bus design. This vehicle model 

was used to understand the flow behavior pressure 

distribution, coefficient of drag value, contribution of 

different parts, drag force acting at different speeds, 

flow separation etc.  

3. METHODOLOGY: 

3.1 Geometry and mesh generation: 

A three dimensional model of the baseline model was 

created using Pro-E as shown in Fig.3. A fluid 

domain of 75m x 12.5m x 25 m was created around 

the bus model which was 6 times the length, 5 times 

the width and height of the vehicle. Bus model was 

placed inside this domain in such a way that 1/3 

length was kept in front of the vehicle. The larger 

domain was kept at the rear to capture the essential 

flow features. A smaller domain was created inside 

this domain to generate fine mesh in and around the 

bus body. ICEM-CFD pre-processor was used to 

generate the mesh. Outer volume was meshed with 

coarse elements. On a whole 233,412 unstructured 

tetrahedral hybrid elements were used to mesh the 

entire fluid domain.  

 
Figure 3. Man Force intercity bus and CAD model 

3.2 Boundary conditions:  

Boundary conditions were applied on the meshed 

model using the ICEM-CFD pre-processor. The 

analysis was carried out with stationary bus body. In 

the simulation, only straight wind condition was 

considered at 3 different vehicle speeds of 80, 100, 

120 km/hr. Constant velocity inlet condition was 

applied at the inlet to replicate the constant wind 

velocity conditions to simulate wind tunnel tests. 

Zero gauge pressure was applied at the outlet with 

operating pressure as atmospheric pressure. All the 

boundary conditions used in the analysis are listed in 

Table 2. The regions of boundary conditions chosen 

are shown on the CAD model shown in Fig.4.         

Boundary Boundary  

Condition 

Values 

Inlet Constant Velocity 

Turbulence intensity 

 Length scale 

V=22.22m/s,I=1.97 

V=27.78m/s,I=1.92 

V=33.33m/s,I=1.88 

Outlet Pressure outlet Constant Pressure 

P=0Pa 

Bus Body No slip stationary 

wall 

 

Symmetry Stationary wall with 

shear 

Shear stress= 0 

Refer. 

Plane 

Stationary wall with 

shear 

Shear stress= 0 

Opposite 

plane 

Stationary wall with 

shear 

Shear stress= 0 

Table 2 Boundary Conditions 

3.3 Solver:  

 

 
Figure 4. Boundary conditions and meshed bus 

model 
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A control-volume based, Fluent 6.3.26 was used as 

solver to solve the governing equations that can be 

solved numerically. The solver selected was the 

pressure based implicit solver. In this type, the 

equations of continuity and momentum are solved 

sequentially. In order to reduce computational time 

the fluid is assumed to be incompressible. The flow is 

considered to be steady in nature and thus the 

equations are solved using implicit iterative methods. 

As k-ε model in turbulent flow is known for its 

robustness and the same is considered in the present 

study. The pressure -velocity coupling was used to 

derive the pressure equations. SIMPLE algorithm 

was applied for the solution of the momentum, 

kinetic energy and the dissipation rate with the first 

order upwind method.  

3.4 Results and discussion:  

 
         Figure 5. Static pressure distribution   

Using the method described above, static pressure 

distribution, as shown in Fig.5, of the bus body at 

speed of 100 km/hr .The plots indicates that pressure 

concentration in front region of the vehicle as the air 

flow strikes at the front and brought momentarily to 

rest and front mirrors show high static pressure 

stagnation. Rear wall of the bus experiences low 

pressure compared to the front due to the flow 

separation and circulation. This pressure difference 

leads to high pressure drag on the body. Fig.6 shows 

the path lines of flow around the bus body. The flow 

gets stagnated at the front area and gets accelerated at 

the front radius area. Flow remains attached along the 

sides and roof. Flow eventually gets separated at the 

rear and forms vortices. Another major flow 

separation area where vortices generation observed 

was at the rotating tyre region. Drag force acting on 

the vehicle increases with the speed of the vehicle. 

Front area of the bus experience maximum pressure 

stagnation. 

 
      Figure 6. Path lines of pressure magnitude  

A streamlined front end which allows better air flow 

would effectively improve the drag performance of 

the vehicle. Windshield angle, bonnet shape, rear 

view mirror and radius at the front corners were 

identified as areas to be improved in the new design 

for better aerodynamics. The rear low-pressure region 

created by the flow separation must be brought to 

minimum for improving the pressure drag acting on 

the body. The main values obtained from the analysis 

which are taken as reference for the new bus design 

are listed in Table 3. 

Table 3 Analysis results 

4. GENERATION OF CONCEPTUAL MODEL: 

Using the data collected from the user study the 

target customer selected was students and working 

professionals in an age group of 18 to 35.Life style 

board, mood board, the killer whale shape. Nature is 

composed of animals which are very fast and have 

good aerodynamic shape. Maroon color was selected 

for the exterior as it truly expresses the adventure 

theme. Constraints listed in the PDS and 

aerodynamic specifications were incorporated on the 

concept. The windshield is curved and angled. Front 

area is curved to improve the flow in that area which 

is derived from killer whale face. Front corner radii 

were kept more than 150 mm, roof tapering, roof end 

lowering, side panel tapering and boat tailing also 

incorporated.  

Vehicle Speed (km/hr) 
Parameters 

80  100  120  

Cd value 0.586037 0.562876 0.541529 

Projected     

Area 

6.48m² 6.48m² 6.48m² 

Total Drag 

force 

1160N 1680N 2410N 
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Interior of the bus was designed for transporting 30 

passengers, one driver and his assistant. Coats for 

sleeping were arranged on each side of the gangway 

of width 600 mm. Each side was having two rows of 

beds stacked on another. A comfortable gap of 600 

mm was kept between coats. On the left side of the 

gangway two beds were arranged and right side 

single bed was arranged. Beds were made foldable so 

that it will converts as temporary seats if the 

passenger wants to sit. Interiors were made up of 

wood finish materials to induce the feeling of being 

at home bed. Each cabin was equipped with 

individual bed lamps and fall protection guide rails. 

A minimum of 1800mm roof height was maintained 

throughout the gangway. The luggage space was 

incorporated below the coats in the middle of the bus 

with a capacity of 4914 L.  

5. SIMULATION PROCEDURE: 

The new bus design was analyzed for its 

aerodynamic performance. Model was meshed using 

the same procedure explained in section 3. Fluid 

domain of 75m x 12.5m x 25m was created around 

the vehicle. Area around the bus model was meshed 

with fine elements and coarse elements were used at 

the outer areas. 233,412 unstructured tetrahedral 

hybrid elements were used to mesh the fluid domain 

as illustrated in Fig.7.  

 
                 Figure 7. Meshed bus model 

The only boundary condition which differs from the 

baseline analysis was the length scale value, being 

0.91 in the present case. Grid independence study 

was carried out on the model. Static pressure 

contours of the bus model at vehicle speed of 100 

km/hr (about 28m/s) are shown in Fig.8. The plot 

shows considerable reduction in pressure stagnation 

area in the front of the vehicle. The static pressure 

values were also reduced compared to the baseline 

model. 

 

 
            Figure 8. Static pressure contours  

Static pressure plot at the rear end of the vehicle 

reveals an increase in pressure. The pressure 

difference between the front and the rear area was 

reduced indicating reduction in pressure drag acting 

on the body. Large number of vortices was generated 

and flow separation was observed at the rear of the 

baseline model Fig.9.  

 
 Figure 9 .Comparison of vortices at the rear 

In the new design these were brought to a minimum 

value. It is evident from the Figure that the low 

velocity area behind the new bus design was 

considerably reduced due to the effect of roof 

tapering, roof lowering boat tailing and diffuser at the 

rear.  
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Flow was directed at the rear to minimize the low 

pressure area behind the vehicle. No flow separation 

was observed to be occurring at the front of the 

vehicle due to the improvement in the front corner 

radii and elimination of the rear view mirror. The 

coefficient of drag value of the new design was 

observed to be 0.41 with 30% improvement 

compared to the baseline model. Use of low floor bus 

chassis led to reduction in height of bus from 3.4 m 

to 2.6 m which reduced the projected area to 6.10 m
2
. 

Thus, from the analysis decrease in the drag force 

was observed and total drag force is reduced from 

1160 N to 866 N at a speed of 100km/hr resulting in 

an improvement of about 26%. Fig.10 illustrates the 

comparison of drag force acting on the base line 

model and the new design at different vehicle speeds. 

Also,the respective values of coefficient of drag are 

compared in Fig.10. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of drag force and Cd in 

different cases 

6. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL: 

Drag coefficient reduction of new model is validated 

by comparing result with standards (experimental 

values) of Ahmed Body experimentation. The Ahmed 

body was first defined and its characteristics 

described in the experimental work of Ahmed et al. 

[9]. Four configurations with slant angles of 20°, 25°, 

30°and 35°are considered as a test case with 

following dimensions: Ahmed’s body is 1044mm 

long (L), 288mm high and 389mm width, with slant 

angle 20°.Boundary conditions were applied on the 

meshed model using the ICEM-CFD pre processor. 

The analysis was carried with stationary Ahmed 

Body. Same boundary conditions were applied on 

both Ahmed Body as well as final bus model. Other 

solver settings were maintained unchanged. The 

coefficient of drag on Ahmed body was observed to 

be 0.261 by simulation where as with application of 

same conditions on final model the drag coefficient 

yielded a value of 0.3710. 

 
Figure 11. Illustration of Ahmed Body model with  

20° slant angle 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

In the process of redesigning, exterior styling with 

improved aerodynamic, of existing Intercity bus 

plying on Indian roads, a detailed computational 

analysis has been done and the following conclusions 

are arrived at: Besides achieving low-floor version 

overcoming the drawbacks associated with high-floor 

design, improved aerodynamics and good aesthetics 

are obtained with drag coefficient is reduced by 30%.  
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NOMANCLATURE  
A       Frontal projected area (m2)  

Cd     Coefficient of drag  

I        Turbulent intensity (m)  

k        Turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2)  

ρ        Density of air (kg/m3)  

ε        Dissipation rate (m2/s3)  

µ        Dynamic viscosity (Ns/m2)  

Abbreviations  
A/C -Air Conditioned 

AIS-Automotive Industries Standards 

CFD -Computational Fluid Dynamics  

CAD -Computer Aided Design  

OEM-Original Equipment Manufacturers 

PDS -Product Design Specification  

QFD- Quality Function Deployment  
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